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Summary

The Plumas Audubon Society had a very busy quarter monitoring grebe nesting, 
conducting public outreach, and implementing conservation efforts on Lake Almanor and 
Eagle Lake.  We conducted a series of public talks, meetings, and field trips on both lakes 
and in surrounding communities, we worked with local schools to engage youth, and we 
participated in several local events.  We also conducted a rigorous monitoring program 
visiting each lake weekly, which provided us with invaluable information on the location 
of nesting colonies, the number of nesting attempts, reproductive success, and the total 
grebe population on each lake.  In addition, we contributed to a successful effort in 
convincing management agencies to close the valve to the Bly Tunnel, which moves 
water from Eagle Lake into Willow Creek, and we communicated with the USFS 
regarding potential negative effects to nesting grebes from low flights over nesting 
colonies during fire response at Lake Almanor. 

Public Outreach

The project’s public outreach campaign was in full swing during this quarter.  We 
presented to a number of groups and communities that use Eagle Lake and Lake Almanor 
as their primary recreation areas.  The public meetings informed participants about the 
natural history of the Aechmophorus grebes and Audubon’s grebe conservation project 
and we obtained feedback and recruited volunteers to help with various aspects of the 
project.  We advertised the meetings and events throughout Plumas and Lassen Counties 
(Attachment A).  Most of the presentations to adult groups consisted of a slide show 
followed by a question and answer session.  Presentations to youth groups consisted of a 
variety of interactive activities and media appropriate for the age group. 
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Presentations that we gave this quarter included:

July 11: Lake Almanor Country Club Recreation Center; 
July 19: Susanville Historic Railroad Depot; 
July 22: Lake Almanor Country Club; 
July 23: USFS Lake Almanor North Boat Ramp; 
July 23: USFS Lake Almanor campground amphitheater;   
July 27: Susanville Nature Camp (8-10 year-olds);   
July 28: Chester Recreation Center; 
July 30: Eagle Lake Amphitheater; 
August 2: Lake Almanor Country Club; 
August 3: Susanville Nature Camp (10-12 year-olds); 
August 8: Bailey Creek Community of Lake Almanor; 
August 10: Spaulding Community Service District of Eagle Lake; 
August 13: Eagle Lake field trip, Lassen Land and Trails Trust’s Discover Lassen series; 
August 13: Eagle Lake Amphitheater; 
August 20: Lake Almanor Amphitheater; 
August 25: Lake Almanor Country Club; 
September 19: Westwood High School; 
September 26: Susanville’s Johnstonville Elementary School; 
September 27: Chester Elementary School. 

Project updates were sent to a list of people interested in staying informed of project 
activities.  Other public education and outreach activities included publishing several 
articles in the Feather River Publishing newspapers that circulate throughout Plumas and 
Lassen Counties (Attachment B), maintaining a Plumas Audubon Facebook page with 
information on grebe events, as well as adding information on grebes and Audubon’s 
grebe conservation project to the Plumas Audubon website (www.plumasaudubon.org).  
Signs were developed with assistance from Audubon California to be posted at public 
access points near grebe colonies and at boat ramps (Attachment C) and outreach 
pamphlets developed by Audubon California were printed for each lake (Attachment C). 

Nest Monitoring

All surveys, including nest surveys, disturbance surveys and brood surveys are based on 
the protocols outlined in Gericke et al. (2006). 

Eagle Lake

Our observations of grebes nesting in the Stones Ranch Colony (Figure 1) on Eagle Lake 
began on July 5 (Table 1) when we canoed into the area and found early nest construction 
by Aechmophorus grebes.  At that time the Eared Grebes (Podiceps nigricollis) were 
incubating eggs on hundreds of nests among fewer nests of the Forester’s Tern (Sterna
forsteri).  The Aechmophorus grebes began laying eggs in late July. 
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Table 1.  Summary of all surveys conducted at Lake Almanor and Eagle Lake in 2011. 

LAKE ALMANOR EAGLE LAKE 
June 17- Initial Lake Survey June 17- Initial Lake Survey 
June 25- Canoe Survey July 5- Canoe Survey 
July 11- Lake Survey July 19- Lake and Canoe Survey 
July 22- Canoe and Nest Survey July 27- Boat Tour 
July 27- Kayak and Nest Survey August 3- Kayak and Nest Survey 
July 28- Causeway Point Count August 10- Kayak and Nest Survey 
August 5- Kayak and Nest Survey August 17- Kayak and Nest Survey 
August 15- Canoe and Nest Survey August 23- Aerial Survey 
August 23- Aerial and Kayak Survey August 24- Kayak and Nest Survey 
August 31- Kayak and Nest Survey September 2- Lake Survey 
September 7- Brood and Nest Survey September 8- Kayak and Nest Survey 
September 14- Kayak and Nest Survey September 15- Nest and Lake Survey 
September 19- Kayak and Nest Survey. September 16- Brood Survey 
September 30- Brood and Nest Survey September 26- Kayak and Nest Survey 

A local fishing guide provided us with a tour of Eagle Lake on July 27, which included 
inspection of all potential nesting habitat around the lake.  On August 24 we kayaked out 
to Troxel Point and found only three nests in that area.  The majority of nesting grebes on 
Eagle Lake were located in the Stones Ranch Colony (Figure 1).

Grebes nest only in tules on Eagle Lake.  The heavy silt that coats the lake bottom and 
the highly alkaline condition of the water (pH 9-9.5) precludes other potential nesting 
habitat such as cattails or pondweed.  The declining water levels on Eagle Lake have 
limited grebe nesting to very few areas.  Much of the historic nesting habitat is out of the 
water or in water that is too shallow for nesting.  For example, Troxel Bay has 
historically supported high numbers of nests (e.g. 450 in 2003, Ivey 2004), but the tules 
in that area are completely out of the water and there is no suitable nesting habitat. 

On September 15, we conducted an abandoned nest survey in the tules that were close to 
shore in the Stones Ranch Colony.  We found that roughly 5 percent of nests in the 
shallowest water had been abandoned and intact eggs were left on the nests.  Some of 
these nests were in water less than six inches deep and had become inaccessible to the 
grebes (Attachment D).  We estimated that the Stones Ranch Colony had over 1,100 nests 
in 2011.  A more comprehensive nest count will be conducted in early October. 

The Spaulding Airport Colony historically hosted large numbers of grebe nests (e.g. 250 
in 2003, Ivey 2004).  We monitored this area and did not find nests until September 2.  
The following week we kayaked the area and determined that there were approximately 
300 active nests in the colony. 
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Lake Almanor

On July 22, we canoed into the first nesting grebe colony on Lake Almanor (Table 1, 
Figure 2) and estimated that there were over 80 active nests.  Due to the high water, this 
habitat consisted of partially submerged willow trees, cattails, and Hardstem Bullrush 
with pockets of open inundated meadow.  We GPS’d a benchmark that was revisited 
throughout the nesting surveys to gauge the water depth in the area.

This initial colony provided the majority of the nest sites of the 2011 season and we 
estimate that over 450 nests were built in the colony.  The water on this managed 
reservoir was maintained at a high level until late August, which allowed the grebes to 
nest in areas of dense vegetative cover.  This likely helped reduce predation and thus 
yielded higher juvenile to adult ratios than observed during our 2010 brood surveys 
(Table 2).  During the 2010 season the water dropped rapidly and this caused many of the 
initial nests to become stranded on dry land.  Conversely, this year the water was 
maintained at a high level and we only observed one nest that was stranded on dry land. 

As the initial colony became abandoned due to completed nesting and declining water 
levels a second colony located close to the initial colony was established.  The grebes 
moved to the east into deeper water but did not nest further to the north or south.  The 
second colony had approximately 100 nests.  The primary difference between the 
colonies was that in the second colony nests were built in emerging pondweed because 
there was limited habitat still present in the willows.  As a result, the grebes in the second 
colony were much more exposed to aerial predators.  During a survey on August 31 a 
gull was observed consuming four eggs from three nests in a matter of minutes.  While 
observing the same colony on September 7, a gull was observed flying low over the 
colony and periodically dive-bombing nesting grebes in an attempt to get grebes to leave 
the nest.  However, we did not see any grebes yield their eggs to the gulls. 

Brood Surveys 

Brood surveys were conducted on Lake Almanor on September 7 and 30 and on Eagle 
Lake on September 16.  Brood surveys were conducted by boat with a minimum of two 
observers, one data recorder, and one boat driver for each survey.  The lakes were 
systematically covered and survey transects were completed in representative areas 
around the lake where grebes were encountered (Figures 1 and 2).  Ten transects were 
surveyed on Lake Almanor and eight transects were surveyed on Eagle Lake.  Surveys 
consisted of traveling 1,000 meters in a straight line and recording grebes that were 
detected within 100 meters of the boat.  The two observers recorded birds on opposite 
sides of the boat.  Other observers recorded the total number of adult and young grebes 
observed during the entire trip around each lake.  Population estimates were compiled 
based on three independent estimates during each survey. 
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Table 2.  2011 Brood survey results for Lake Almanor and Eagle Lake. 

Species Adult % Young Population estimate 

Lake Almanor Sept 7     

Clarks 47 9%  - 2,152 adults 
Western 491 91%  - 544 young 
Total 538  136  

Lake Almanor Sept 30     

Clarks 74 6%  - 2,532 adults 
Western 1,091 94%  - 1,088 young 
Total 1,165  500  

Eagle Lake Sept 16     

Clarks 181 18%  4,056 adults 
Western 831 82%  1,320 young 
Total 1,041  331  

During two brood surveys on Lake Almanor the total adult grebe population was 
estimated to be 2,152 and 2,532 adults, respectively (Table 2).  Adults that were still 
attending nests during the first survey can account for the difference between the two 
estimates.  A greater proportion of young to adults was observed during the second brood 
survey.  The results indicate that grebe nesting peaked (i.e. the most nests hatched young) 
at the beginning of September. 

During one brood survey on Eagle Lake the total adult grebe population was estimated to 
be 4,056 adults and 1,320 young (Table 2).  This is a significantly larger population with 
much greater reproductive success compared to 2010. 

Disturbance Surveys 

Disturbance surveys were conducted on both Lake Almanor and Eagle Lake during nest 
surveys.  The results indicate that both lakes have relatively low incidents of human 
disturbance, which can be largely attributed to shallow water at the colonies.  At Lake 
Almanor, some fishing boats were observed traveling in the vicinity of the colony, but 
most stayed at least several hundred meters away from the nesting colonies due to the 
thick pondweed and shallow water.  Bow hunting for Carp is a popular activity in the 
area, but we have not observed any boats in close enough proximity to disturb nesting 
birds.  One of the most significant disturbance impacts to nesting grebes on Lake 
Almanor is from kayaks and canoes, which can easily navigate the pondweed, shallow 
water, and even the dense willows.  Due to this observed disturbance, we will install 
warning signs on the lakeside of the colony prior to next year’s nesting season 
(Attachment C).   
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On Eagle Lake, the Stones Ranch Colony is in a remote location that receives very little 
human traffic.  The colony is located in the southeast corner of the lake’s North Basin 
(Figure 1).  The entire North Basin is quite shallow and thus does not receive much boat 
traffic.  We did notice that during the time when many nests were hatching young, there 
was a huge increase in the presence of potential predators.  On August 24 we counted 56 
gulls, 11 egrets, and 3 herons near the colony.  Therefore, we did not enter the colony.  
High numbers of potential predators occurred near the colony for the remainder of the 
nesting season. 

The Spaulding Airport Colony is also in very shallow water and most boaters stay clear 
of the area due to the potential for collision with submerged rocks.  We have not 
observed any human disturbance during surveys in the area.  The airport gets very little 
traffic and we have not even observed a plane taking off or landing.  However, some 
people do walk their dogs in the area so we will post nesting colony signs on the shore 
side of the colony prior to next year’s nesting season (Attachment C). 

Water Levels 

Water levels on Lake Almanor and Eagle Lake were higher in 2011 than in 2010.  On 
Lake Almanor, PG&E maintained the water level for a longer period of time into the fall 
resulting in a high success rate for grebe nests in the initial nesting colony.  On Eagle 
Lake, the higher water level created more available nesting habitat for grebes this year 
compared to 2010, which contributed to higher reproductive success. 

Conservation Efforts 

The Plumas Audubon Society became a member of a new conservation group called 
Friends of Eagle Lake this spring.  This grass roots organization runs a website full of 
information on Eagle Lake.  The group’s board members have decades of personal 
knowledge of the lake’s ecosystem and declining lake levels have been of concern for 
many years.  Our surveys on the lake have illustrated how the low water levels have 
reduced the availability of nesting habitat for the Aechmophorus grebes and other species 
that inhabit Eagle Lake. 

Eagle Lake is a terminal lake; there is no natural outlet.  In the early 1920s a real estate 
developer saw an opportunity to prosper by diverting water from Eagle Lake into the 
adjoining Willow Creek Valley just to the east of the Eagle Lake Basin.  His theory was 
that this water could be used to irrigate arid lands down to Honey Lake and this would 
allow the development of new housing in the area.  The Bly Tunnel was blasted through 
rock and completed in 1923.  Unfortunately, the pH of Eagle Lake was too high to be 
used to irrigate crops and the plan did not work.  There has since been an ongoing feud 
regarding water rights and management of the tunnel (Attachment E).  

The Friends of Eagle Lake have been working to get the Bly Tunnel Valve closed.  On 
August 5, we received a request to draft a letter of concern regarding declining water 
levels on Eagle Lake.  State Senator Ted Gaines was scheduled to be in Susanville on 
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August 8 and the Friends of Eagle Lake wanted us to present the letter to him at that time.  
We drafted the letter and drove to Susanville where we presented the document directly 
to the Senator.  We also sent a letter to the California Department of Fish and Game 
outlining our concerns regarding Eagle Lake water levels.  The letters provided in 
Attached E document the numerous entities and individuals involved with ensuring that 
the Bly Tunnel valve is shut off. 

To help protect the Lake Almanor nesting colony, we sent a map to the USFS Fire 
Division in order to alert them of the sensitivity of the nesting grebes to air traffic.  Jon 
Bristow, the District Fire Management Officer at the Almanor Ranger District received 
our alert and he forwarded it to his air force supervisors Les Curis (Forest Aviation 
Officer) and Shawn Walters (Fly Crew Superintendent).  The nesting colony was located 
near the Chester Airport and there were a number of helicopters staged there in 
anticipation of wildfires in the area.  We recommended that they avoid the nesting area 
during their operations.  They responded positively to our alert. 

Volunteer and Partner Contributions 

Many individuals associated with the Plumas Audubon Society (PAS), California 
Department of Fish and Game (CDFG), U.S. Forest Service (USFS), Lassen College 
Foundation (LCF), Lassen Land and Trails Trust (LLTT), Audubon California (AC), 
Friends of Eagle Lake (FEL), and Point Reyes Bird Observatory (PRBO) contributed to 
project efforts this quarter. 

Leslie Larson (PAS) helped with education and outreach activities at Lake Almanor and 
Bob Beckwith (PAS), Terry Williams (PAS), Jerry Williams (PAS), Harry Reeves 
(PAS), Anthony Hall (PAS), Gretchen Jehle (PAS), Julie Newman (CDFG), Joe Russell, 
and Ryan Burnett (PRBO) helped with brood surveys.  Garrison Frost (AC) designed a 
colony warning sign and pamphlet, Val Aubrey (FEL) contributed use of her boat and 
time for the Eagle Lake brood survey, Michelle Ahearn (USFS) assisted in the 
coordination of activities at the Lake Almanor Amphitheater, Scott McCollugh (LCF) 
assisted in the coordination of activities at the Eagle Lake Amphitheater, and Jessica 
Gibbs (LLTT) assisted in the coordination of LLTT events. 
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Attachment A 
Example Meeting and Event Advertisement 



COME OUT AND LEARN
ABOUT THE GREBES ON

LAKE ALMANOR 

At the U.S.F.S. 
ALMANOR NORTH 

CAMPGROUND
Saturday July 23rd 

7PM @ THE AMPHITHEATRE 
Fore more information contact: 

 NILS LUNDER nils@plumasaudubon.org or 530-283-0455 
Or MICHELLE AHEARN mahearn@fs.fed.us or 530-258-2141 

THIS FREE PRESENTATION IS BROUGHT TO YOU BY: 
PLUMAS AUDUBON SOCIETY 

CALIFORNIA AUDUBON
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Attachment B 
Example Outreach 
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Attachment C 
Colony Sign and Outreach Pamphlet 
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Attachment D 
Stones Ranch Colony Nest Photo 
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Attachment E 
Eagle Lake Bly Tunnel Letters 



August 8, 2011 

Senator Ted Gaines 
State Capitol, Room 3056 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

Dear Senator Gaines: 

Eagle Lake is one of the most significant breeding areas for Western and Clarks’s Grebes 
in California and the western U.S.  The Plumas Audubon Society is helping to conserve 
these species by conducting public outreach and education as well as research and 
monitoring of grebes nesting on Eagle Lake and Lake Almanor.  These two lakes support 
more than 25 percent of the Western and Clark’s grebes that breed in the western U.S.  
The Audubon Society recognizes both of these lakes as Important Bird Areas because of 
the large number of water birds, including grebes and ducks, that they support. 

The primary goal of our research and monitoring is to identify threats to grebes breeding 
on Eagle Lake.  We have found that the lake’s water level is the primary threat to grebes 
due to its impact on suitable breeding habitat.  Grebes breed in tules growing in 1-3 feet 
of water in coves along the lakeshore.  One historic breeding area has been abandoned 
because the tules are now completely out of the water and the number of grebes breeding 
in another historic area has been declining.  Only one large breeding colony remains and 
the available habitat there is also in decline. 

Low levels of precipitation and extended drought are the primary factors contributing to 
the drop in water level at Eagle Lake, which has contributed to the decline of the wetland 
habitat used by nesting grebes and numerous other bird species.  Fluctuations in water 
level and precipitation are a natural part of the Great Basin ecosystem.  However, water is 
also leaving Eagle Lake through the Bly Tunnel, which is an unnatural component of the 
hydrologic system that may be exacerbating the problem.   

We urge you to consider the impacts to Eagle Lake resulting from the loss of water that 
leaves the basin through the Bly Tunnel.  The health of this unique biological system is at 
stake.

Sincerely,

David Arsenault 
President



















County of Lassen 
Board of Supervisor - District 3 Larry Wosick 

Eagle Lake and the Bly Tunnel are in the spot light as well they should be. 
The Bly tunnel that exports Eagle lake water to Willow Creek is a simple, cut and dry, easy to understand 
matter. Unfortunately, the “Tunnel” to most is a mystery full of folklore and uncertainty.

In simple terms I’ll explain. Rewind to August 22nd-24th 1961. A hearing by State Water Resource Board 
conducted in Susanville, concluding “all Eagle Lake water was to remain in Eagle Lake” The Boards 
position was “reject and deny all applications for water rights for Eagle Lake water exiting the tunnel”. This 
legal decision (D 1073) was adopted March 15th 1962. Pretty simple so far. Slow forward 24 years to 1986 
and the construction of the cement wall (referred to as a plug) in the Bly Tunnel. This wall was constructed 
to keep Eagle Lake water in Eagle Lake, still simple, right? Now it gets messy, placed in the cement wall 
designed to keep Eagle Lake water in Eagle Lake is an 8” pipe that extends out approx 2 feet to a gate 
valve. On the outlet side of the gate valve in a 12” pipe that continues toward Willow creek for about 270 
feet. Out of the pipe flows Eagle Lake water, non stop. The water shoots out of the pipe and into a channel 
that carries it down to Willow Creek.

The arguing continues, bogus water rights claimed, 23 more years pass since the cement wall 
constructed the valve open, court decision ignored. The powers that be, allow Eagle Lake water to flow 
“non stop” into Willow Creek.  On May 12th 2009 Dayne Barron from BLM writes to State Water Resource 
Board asking (the already answered question) about water rights pertaining to water from the tunnel to 
users in Willow Creek. The State Water Resource Board reply of June 01 2009 ONCE AGAIN states the 
legal position; there are no water rights for down stream users. The Water board informs Mr. Barron of a 
1972 study by the department of water resources which “concluded that essentially all of the water being 
discharged from the Bly tunnel is derived from Eagle Lake”. 

Still the valve remains open and Eagle Lake Water is exported from Eagle Lake to Willow Creek. What is 
wrong with the BLM, and this picture? Fast forward 2 years and again a letter from the State Water 
Resource Board dated May 19 2011 to the Lassen County Board of Supervisors stating AGAIN that there 
are no water users that can demand the continued supply of Eagle Lake water be supplied to Willow 
Creek. Senator Gaines weighs in (via his letter dated August 11 2011) to DFG stating “I am asking you to 
support the shutting of the valve and to work with the Bureau of Land Management regarding its closure.

I’m 100% committed to keeping 100% of Eagle Lake water in Eagle Lake, I’ll be doing everything possible 
to achieve this. 

Sincerely,
Larry Wosick
530 249-3540 


